
Intelligent network Target system 

 

AKP1 Intelligent network Target system (Auto Targets system) is a wireless 

connected targets system that is consisted of more than 6 units targets, a remote control 

and a led display, a shooting software with 9 shooting modes. It can enable shooters to 

interact with the shooting targets in a way never be possible before. With its powerful hit 

sensing technology and revolutionary program, Auto Target system can truly improve the 

shooting skills. 

 

 

 

Application: indoor and outdoor, Laser Shooting and Airsoft BBs Shooting. 

 

 

 

 

 



Outstanding Features 

 

1. Interactive Automatic target system 

What makes auto target system so revolutionary is its advanced hit detection technology. 

This provides immediate feedback of shot status at any distances. The available targets 

detect shots from hits and then send data back to the display that will draw total time, 

missed and wrong shots, and give orders of standing up and down to targets.  

 

 

2. Wireless Automatic target system 

A single target weighs only 2KG, so it is easy to carry them to put anywhere you want 

when building shooting stage. Targets pop up and down in less than 0.50 seconds and the 

long life rechargeable battery inside enable it work continuously over 72 hours without 

charge. So it is a complete wireless target system, no need connecting cables and power 

cables. 

 

 



3. Various Shooting Modes 

There are 9 shooting modes, from easy to difficult. Rules of time limitation and 

non-shooting targets (hostage targets) are added to the system, which makes is more 

challenging to shoot. Green targets mean shooting and red targets means non-shooting. 

All green targets in1-3 shooting modes, red targets will show from 4-9 shooting modes. 

 

 

 

4. Remote Control Target System in 200M. 

 

No more walking down range to replace targets, you can control the all system by sitting 

on your shooting bench! All the targets and remote control has built-in rechargeable 

battery, so there is no need for access to power outlets. So it can be transported back and 

forth to the range easily. Customized targets’ face are available with bullseye, animal and 

other shape designs. 

 



5. Max. 200 targets can be wireless connected in one kit 

The AKP1 can be used for air action and laser shooting training. You can set up max. 200 

targets at one shooting stage in minutes and control it from the distance of 200M away. 

Wireless version, best choice for setting up shooting scene in a range. 

 

 

6. Long stand-by time 

There are rechargeable batteries inside of the target and remote controller, which can 

work continuously for 72 hours after fully charged. So it is extremely convenient for 

outside usage. 

 

 

 

Technical Specification 

Brand Product Name Intelligent Target System 

 

Model AKP1 

Applicable Airsoft, Laser 

Major components Target, LED display, remote control 

Material Metal 

Control Way Wireless Control 

Target Type Auto pop up, green/red target 

Battery capacity of target 5200mAH 

Size of target 230*150*63mm 

N.W. of target 2.05KG  

Size of controller 210*145*55mm 

N.W. of controller 1.46KG 

Size of LED display 620*160*30mm 

N.W. of LED display 2.97KG 



Working Temperature 0-70Celsius 

Storage temperature -20-70 Celsius 

Operating Environment 
Indoor and Outdoor  

(Except for rainy days) 

G.W. of 6 Targets/Set 21KG 

G.W. of 12 Targets/Set 36KG 
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